
Unique play solutions that are up to date with the times we live in

Interactive Sports and Play Equipment
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Dear sir/ madam, 

Thank you for your interest in our interactive sports and play equipment. With pleasure, we provide you this product 

information document.

Hopefully this will give you sufficient information to your questions, but probably also a lot of new questions will occur. 

Therefore, the export service team is on hand to answer all your questions and to ensure you are not left with any 

uncertainties. 

We hope to start a process together to create a environment that inspires us all to play, to be active and most 

important to enjoy and have fun together.

Please feel free to contact us directly. 

Yvonne Overmaat
President Yalp Inc.

 E. yvonne.overmaat@yalp.nl 
T. (512) 852-3050

Marloes Aerts
International marketing manager

T. +31 (0)547 289 425

E. marloes.aerts@yalp.nl

Jeroen Reinderink
Export manager Germany

T. +31 (0)6 10 99 30 02

E. jeroen.reinderink@yalp.nl

Harrie Kerkhof
Export manager Europe

T. + 31 (0)6 10 25 48 77  

E. harrie.kerkhof@yalp.nl

Roel Bannink

Service manager

T. + 31 (0)6 83 44 37 89

E. roel.bannink@yalp.nl

Marlies Schoonhoven
Export manager France

T. + 31 (0) 6 83 44 37 89

E. marlies.schoonhoven@yalp.nl
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A new way to play

Reference location: Yalp Memo primary school, Rijssen, The Netherlands
32

Yalp started in 1980 in the Netherlands. In 2000 Ben and Irmgard Admiraal 

bought the company and started off on an entrepreneurial adventure, 

joined by just 4 employees. By now, Yalp has become a market leader, 

operating internationally with over 40 employees. The secret to our 

success is our company culture.

We are a group of friends - but made up of professionals. This concept 

attracts ambitious new talent with an entrepreneurial spirit, who are 

proud, helpful, self-critical, forward thinking, friendly, and customer service 

oriented. We share one main belief: the belief in PLAY. The ‘Why’ of our 

organizational existence: Play is universal and spears to all of us.

Today, I am incredibly proud to be able to say that we have succeeded in 

developing high tech interactive play concepts, that meet the demands 

of today’s world. The concepts have been sold in many countries all over 

the world, from the US to China and from Europe to New Zealand. We 

are putting our efforts into innovative solutions, and we are not afraid of 

leading the way.

Ben Admiraal
Founder and CEO

Over 35 years of play
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Toro
Sports court

  Sports
  Cooperative
  Multilingual
  High Intensity
  Competitive

Children, Teens, Adults

www.yalpinteractive.com/toro

Watch the trailer

(00:34)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Fono
DJ booth

  Identity
  Music
  Meeting Point
  Chill Out Spot
  Small footprint

Teenagers, Adults

www.yalpinteractive.com/fono

Watch the trailer

(00:39)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Sona
Play arch

  Educational
  Safe play
  Family Fun
  Small footprint
  Inclusive Play

Children, Adults, Seniors

www.yalpinteractive.com/sona

Watch the trailer

(00:36)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Sutu
Soccer wall

  Competitive
  Tactics
  High Intensity
  Ball sports
  Inclusive play

Children, Teens, Adults

www.yalpinteractive.com/sutu

Watch the trailer

(00:31)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Interactive solutions
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The origins of 
interactive play

Memo
Activity zone

  Educational
  Inclusive play
  Multilingual
  Cooperation
  Groundlevel activity

Children

www.yalpinteractive.com/memo

Watch the trailer

(00:32)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

The name YALP is PLAY in reverse. Yalp creates play and sports areas that fit 

the philosophy of ‘a new way to play’, with equipment that fits the needs and 

desires of today.

The world is constanty evolving today. Children and adults are used to smart 

phones, tablets and computers. The way kids experience outdoor play today is 

dramatically different from how it used to be. Interactive play sets combine 

the positive aspects of video games (excitement, hand-eye coordination, 

problem solving skills, creativity and sharing the joy of competition) with the 

positive aspects of outdoor play (being outdoors, exercise, pushing limits and 

the development of social skills). The Yalp interactive play sets combine “the 

best of both worlds”. 

Yalp launched the world’s first interactive play set in 2007, with great success: 

The Yalp Sona Play arch. Soon thereafter the Yalp Sutu, Yalp Fono, Yalp Memo 

and Yalp Toro followed suit. Today, over 500 parks, schools, healthcare facilities, 

public gathering areas, shopping  malls, family fun centers, community 

centers, amusement parks world wide, carry the Yalp interactive play sets.  

https://youtu.be/-fL5YDHncq0
https://youtu.be/lR2Wokd8WF4
https://youtu.be/tpao1fyip2Q
https://youtu.be/K_gKGCx1TkA
https://youtu.be/5yGq7Z7-srI


Reference location: Yalp Toro at camping Rheezerwold, Heemserveen, The Netherlands
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Why interactive?

Thomas Hartong and Rob Tuitert
Yalp product designers

Honors and awards

Source; The Guardian, Friday 25 March 2016 07.00 GMT

Source; Center for Disease Control, 25 January 2017

•     Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2006 - Yalp Sona Play arch

•     Leisure & Sport Totaal Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Soccer wall

•     Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Soccer wall

•     Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2012 - Yalp Fono Dje booth

•     Building Holland Award 2012 - Yalp Sutu Soccer wall

•     EU Profit Innovation Award 2013 - Yalp Memo Activity zone

•     Red Dot Design Award 2014 - Yalp Fono Dj booth

•     World Trade Center Export Award 2016

•     Oranje Handelsmissie Fonds Award 2016

The unique play solutions of Yalp are internationally recognized.  Yalp 

has won several national and international awards over the years. One 

of the most prestigious is the Reddot Design Award, 2014.

We live in a rapidly changing world with increased digitalisation. Interactive play is the link between the digital and real world. The 

game world challenges, brings variety and innovation. The real world brings, among other things, physical exercise outdoors and 

social interaction. With our interactive products, we are meeting the demands of this new reality and the new generation, while 

ensuring the benefits of outdoor play. Interactive play merges the entertainment value of video gaming with the best of healthy 

outdoor play. So the best of both worlds. Our interactive products bring the solutions to today’s challenges.  Let’s be honest, a swing 

or slide simply isn’t enough to challenge todays generation.

Traditional playgrounds and sports fields still serve a wonderful and important purpose, which ought to stay this way. However, the 

group of kids that do not seek exercise and outdoor play by themselves can be enticed to do so through interactive play sets. Not 

just moving around, but active exercise is what ultimately leads to the desired benefits and reduction of public health issues. 

Increasing the prevalence of outdoor play is a tangible and effective way in which the administration can meet its public health aims. 

A healthy community can lead to reduced healthcare costs. Beneficial both short term, as longterm.

 
Of kids between the ages 
of 5 and 12 get less than 
one hour of outdoor play 
time per day

74%
 
Three in  f ive  Amer ican 
school-aged chi ldren 
are  overweight ,  of 
which one is  obese

VIDEO : “Why interactive play?”

www.youtu.be/YaZ9ukzXFc0
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Interactive play sets all greatly exceed their traditional counterparts in terms of exercise intensity. The research statistics below 

show the movement intensity of the Yalp Sona play arch and Yalp Toro sports court in comparison to other sports. The statistics 

are measured in MET value, which stands for Metabolic Equivalent and is a unit of measure within physiology. One MET is equal to 

a person’s metabolic rate while sitting or resting. The Yalp Sona “ReactionRace” game achieved more than 10 MET points, which 

makes it more active than biking (MET 4.5), Basketball (MET 6), running (MET 6.2), or non-competitive Soccer (MET 7).

When playing a game of Fox sports on the wall for just 5 minutes, you burn on average 36 calories (calories burned = MET x weight 

(kg) x time (hours)). With the Yalp games you can boost your skills and improve your agility, speek and accuracy, whilst you get fit 

by the minute.

High exercise intensity

Source; TNO, Dutch Organization for Applied Scientific Research

https://youtu.be/roRvt37B7cI
https://youtu.be/roRvt37B7cI


Motion detection 
camera

Game floor 
(Customizable)

Eye catcher 
(different colors)

Steel inner 
construciton

Choose a game 
(push and play)

Light module to play 
after sunset

Sound output

3G internet connection 
for new games and updates

998

VIDEO : “How does it work?”

www.yalpinteractive.com/Sona

Reference location: Yalp Sona at Meadow park, United Kingdom
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Game examples

Yalp Sona
The Play arch

Dance battle

Actually dance battle: the 
best dancing determines 
the winner.

Code breaker

Remember the code and run 
to the correct numbers.

Code breaker
Different animales are called 
out, find the correct animal 
sounds!

The Yalp Sona is an interactive Dance & Play Arch. More specifically, it is an audio-guided play set, especially designed for the outdoors. 

Games are played by motion. It has a motion detection camera on top, which registers the movement of the children on the play floor 

underneath. As perhaps the most versatile and inclusive interactive play set for young and old, able and disabled, over a 100 have 

been placed in schools, public areas, recreational facilities and even senior homes. 

Freeze

Dance an move as expressive as
possible. Freeze when the music 
stops.

Reaction race Chinese

Learn to count in Chinese

https://youtu.be/cnHdSX4pT24
http://www.yalpinteractive.com/sona
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The Yalp Sona experience goes beyond the accessibility guidelines as 

children of all abilities truly play alongside one another. The Yalp Sona is 

truly inclusive, and completely accessible for wheelchairs, without being 

stigmatizing. There are countless examples of less able children with 

mental or physical disabilities who completely light up when playing the 

Yalp Sona. Examples are a child that would usually remain non-reactive 

in every day situations, completely lit up when playing underneath the 

arch. Another child with heavy autism let go, moved her arms, danced and 

smiled! A special software package is available for this sector, whereby 

different games and calmer audio feedback can be installed. The speed 

and volume at which the games are played can be adjusted.

Furthermore, the Yalp Sona promotes multigenerational play as adults 

and children dance together. The Yalp Sona has become a very important 

healthcare innovation for seniors. Exercising to the musically guided 

programs contribute to the well being of vulnerable elderly, especially to 

those that spend most of their days indoors. Not just for the healthy, but 

also degenerating elderly, music remains rooted in the brain, even far into 

the dementia process. Yalp Sona helps people with Alzheimer to become 

more mentally alert. Another great benefit of having the Yalp Sona arch 

at senior homes, is that children and grandchildren love playing it as 

well and have fun underneath the dance & play arch together with their 

grandparent(s).

Yalp Sona 
Inclusive play

11
Reference location: Yalp Sona at special education center ‘t Roessingh, The Netherlands



3600 Touch screen

3G internet connection 
for new games and updates

Basic game post (6x) 

Choose games at the 
Master post 

Steel base

Versatile game floor 
Ø8 meters (26’2.96”)
(Customizalbe)

131312

VIDEO : “How does it work?”

www.yalpinteractive.com/Memo

Reference location: Yalp Memo at Primary school, Rijssen, The Netherlands
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Game examples

Yalp Memo
The Activity zone

Switch

Team up and switch all the 

posts to your teams color.

Matty

Solve maths equations 
together with your friends.

Memory

A classic - a competitive, 
educational multiplayer game. 

Tag

Tag the pillar of your color 
as it goes along the different 
posts.

Besides an exciting and fun play set that gives kids (and adults) plenty of physical challenge, Yalp Memo is also educational. The game 

posts with 3600 touch screens give a balanced mix between fun and physically challenge. This is achieved through the entertaining 

and sporty games, which can be chosen by pushing the button on the master post in the middle and tap on the game icon on the 

screen. Thanks to its built in wireless internet connection, the Yalp Memo games can be uploaded from the gameshop, as new games 

are developed yearly.

ABC

Hit the letters as fast as  
possible in the order of the 
alphabet.

https://youtu.be/tOZnHkfRPUY
http://www.yalpinteractive.com/memo


Reference location: Yalp Fono at University Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands
14

In 2014, the Memo was nominated by Pleisureworld for ‘most innovative 

product in the recreational sector.’ Yalp received the majority of the 

votes from the audience and received a very favorable review. The official 

panel reported the following: “Yalp has already received the Pleisureworld 

Innovative Award several times in the past for their interactive concepts 

which include Yalp Sona play arch, Yalp Sutu soccer wall and the Yalp Fono 

DJ booth. The panel was very positive about the usage possibilities and the 

design of the Memo. It is very solid and being controlled remotely makes 

the game playable without supervision.” The pillars and the floor can be 

signed to a particular theme if a customer so chooses.

Yalp continues to profile itself as a trendsetter (leader) in the area of 

interactive playgrounds with the introduction of the Memo. Yalp quickly 

applies the latest technology and newest methodology into their products. 

By continuing to develop new games for their existing products, Yalp keeps 

providing new challenges for the user. The Memo uses a considerable 

playing surface on which children can play alone or with large groups. Due 

to the variation in games, the Memo is entertaining for all age groups. The 

flat surface also makes the Memo accessible for children using mobility 

devices. Parents that play along with their children consider the Memo fun 

and challenging. This is a great fit for a product that entertains the entire 

family. The Memo is an ideal multigenerational play activity.  

Yalp Memo 
Pleisureworld 
novelty award

15



Speakers

Steel construction
(different colors)

3G internet 
connection 
for new games 
and updates

Vandalismproof
LED panels

Choose a game 
(push and play)

171716

VIDEO : “How does it work?”

www.yalpinteractive.com/Sutu

Reference location: Yalp Sutu at public area, The Netherlands
17

Game examples

Yalp Sutu
The Sports wall

Color Sutu

Conquer your opponent by 
turning the wall into the 
color of your choice (red or 
green)

Time Sutu

Hit all panels before the time 
runs out! Time speeds up with 
every round.

Penalty Sutu

Take penalties. Switch 
between keeper and shooter 
and win this knock-out game!

The Yalp Sutu is an Interactive Sports Wall, containing 16 impact-sensitive panels which measure and react to ball impact. Vivid LED 

lights and audio speakers give players feedback and encouragement on their performance. Already more than 10 games are available 

and new games are constantly being developed. The soccer wall is perfect as a low-barrier entertainment device for public area or 

commercial locations, but also for professional soccer training at the elite levels.

Speed Sutu

Shoot as hard as possible. On the 
wall your speed will be shown. 
Many find it the most addictive 
game!

Shape Sutu

Shoot out the panels as they 
light up. Challenge yourself 
by shooting from further and 
further away. Who has the best
shot?

https://youtu.be/UM8G4OEpf2Q
http://www.yalpinteractive.com/sutu
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Claim personalized highscores using Facebook or guest login

Earn badges for special achievements

See your friends’ scores

Find Yalp Sutu sports walls nearby your location

CONNECT ONLINE WITH YOUR FRIENDS

Check your progress in developing your skills

See live how others are playing around the world

And much more…

See international rankings

JOIN THE WORLDWIDE COMPETITION

DOWNLOAD FOR FREE AND JOIN THE WORLDWIDE COMPETITION

The Yalp Sutu competiton App

"Yalp continues to innovate the sports wall. We can now offer our guests a new and unique experi-

ence with the sports wall competitions. Since we encourage the guests to use the Sutu App, we see 

the use of the sports wall increasing from 35 to 50 hours a week, they get so excited that they come 

back to break their high scores time after time." 

Center Parcs (*part of Pierre & Vacances, installed 13 interactives in several parks)

The way we consume sport is changing profoundly. Today, technology is bringing the   fans   ever   closer   to   the   action,   allowing  

them  to  immerse  themselves  in  live,  streamed  content  on  demand.  This rapidly changing digital world is one of the reasons we 

developed the Yalp Sutu competion App, to enhance the play experience, draw players back to the wall and take interactive sports 

to the next level! 

19



Touch-sensitive panels

Angled corners to have a 
more active gameplay

Special field design
(customizable)

Sport boarding

Choose games at the 
Master goal

Basic goal (3x)

Concrete base

3G internet connection 
for new games and updates

212120

VIDEO : “How does it work?”

www.yalpinteractive.com/Toro

Reference location: Yalp Memo at holiday park ‘t Rheezerwold, The Netherlands
21

Game examples

Yalp Toro
The Sports court

Switch

Four teams with each their 
own color are playing. Each 
team has two points. If a 
goal is hit, that team will lose 
a point and the other three 
goals will switch places. If 
your goal is hit twice, you 
are out and another team 
can step in..

Red-Green

When hit, each goal switches 
color from red to green. Green 
and Red teams take each 
other on, with the aim to turn 
all 4 goals in their own teams’ 
color.

The Yalp Toro was originally developed from the core idea of “Professional Sports Training through Play.” This was done in direct relation 

with Olympic Gold winning Dutch Field Hockey coach Marc Lammers. Lammers used to play outdoors every day when he was young. 

Unlike todays we find children behind their video game consoles. Both kids and adults that train for sports benefit greatly from 

“messing around” with the ball in playful manner.

The Yalp Toro is a colorful field, wherein the traditional goals have been replaced by interactive panels. The goals with LED-lighting and 

touch-sensitive panels light up and react to (ball) impact. The angled corners and 4 opposite goals facilitate maximum fun, exertion 

and tactical game-play. 

Bottle soccer

Every player defends their goal, 
while attacking other goals. As 
they get hit, goal ‘drain’: colored 
LEDs start fading. The ‘draining’ 
can be stopped by hitting the
goal again. . Last player wins.

https://youtu.be/gjWi5GUZIOk
http://www.yalpinteractive.com/toro
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The Yalp Toro is a sports field that challenges a very wide audience. 

Especially when the Toro is used for sports activities such as soccer or 

hockey training. The Yalp Toro was developed from the ideas of former 

hockey player and hockey coach Marc Lammers. He concluded that 

children should have the ability to just try out things more and thereby get 

more skilled in a playful way. Furthermore, the four goals of the Yalp Toro 

sports court ensure a much more active game than with 2 goals. 

Marc Lammers: “When my son was 7 years old, he didn’t want to join me to 

the hockey club any more. There was nothing to do, was my son’s explanation. 

This is the reality for many children at sport clubs. The consequences are 

worse than imagined. The children loose interest in sports or the parents 

quit visiting the sport club because their children don’t want to join them 

anymore. The Yalp Toro is a sports court that appeals to the current 

generation children and ensures fun for everyone.

Traditional sports courts and regular play sets at most parks have 

become the standard. It’s hard to do without. Nevertheless, investing into 

these makes increasingly less sense - as they don’t set you apart from 

the competition. Therefore, a 5-star holiday park (‘t Rheezerwold) in The 

Netherlands, replaced one of its tennis courts with a colorful new sports

facility, giving a whole new dimension to sports like tennis, hockey and 

soccer.

“At night, after dinner, this central square place becomes incredibly busy 

and lively. Large groups of children and teenagers play at the same time, 

often even together with their parents.” Explains Chiel, managing director 

at holiday park ‘t Rheezerwold, The Netherlands

Yalp Toro 
Professional and 
recreational 

23
Reference location: Yalp Toro at holiday park ‘t Rheezerwold, The Netherlands
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The Yalp Fono contains 4 channels for mixing (two live channels from the mobile phones, and two channels with saved loops). 

Check out all features and effects on www.yalpinteractive.com/fono

Delay

Delay and echo the music

Crossfader

Adjust the balance 

between two 

channels
Loop

Record 10 seconds of 

music and play on repeat

Pitch

Filter high and low tones

Scratch

Create the famous DJ scratching 

sound by wiggling the pads

25
Reference location: Yalp Fono at pop-up playground Amsterdam city center, The Netherlands
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VIDEO : “How does it work?”

www.yalpinteractive.com/Fono
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The Yalp Fono outdoor DJ-table meet the demands of teenagers, like their perpetual use of the mobile phones, the listening to and 

sharing of music, and of course socializing and hanging out with friends. The Yalp Fono works very simply: have music playing from your 

phone speakers, and place it on the designated spot on the DJ-table. The Yalp Fono picks up the sounds, and amplifies it. Next, music 

can be mixed and effects can be added just like a professional DJ. The Yalp Fono stays up to date, as teenagers bring their own music.

The Outdoor DJ-Table

Yalp Fono

Function examples

Solar energy (optional)

Concrete base

Music centered     
towards the middle 
of the booth

Chill tubes

DJ interface 
(vandalism proof)

https://youtu.be/roRvt37B7cI
http://www.yalpinteractive.com/fono


Yalp Fono 
Design edition

Reference location: Yalp Fono at University Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands

B C DA
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Properly equipped public areas facilitate and encourage social cohesion. 

In collaboration with urban and park furniture producer Grijsen, Yalp 

developed the ‘Design edition’ of the Yalp Fono. Solid wooden street 

furniture is joined to steel frameworks and concrete bases, to the outdoor 

DJtable.

The combination of wood, concrete and steel gives this design edition 

a tough, solid, yet refined look. The Yalp Fono design edition is available 

in various pre-combined models; A, B, C, D and J, but also in indivually 

customizable elements. This allows you to “build your own Yalp Fono 

Dj booth.” The concrete DJ-Table is the base, to which one or multiple 

benches, chill bars, tables, and even a dancefloor can be added. Plane II is 

a furniture line with a solid and modern look. Thanks to its rounded corners 

it exudes a friendly character. 

Ask us about all  Yalp Fono design options and prices.

27



✔    Is unique  

✔    Inspires and challenges the new generation
 
✔    Renews itself (new games)

✔    Suits individuals and groups

✔    Appeals to both boys and girls

✔    Family fun, appeals to all ages

•     Holiday parks/ resorts

•     Housing corporations

•     Soccer Associations

•     Architects

•     Healthcare

•     Campsites

•     Family entertainment centers

•     Other yet to be developed markets?

“The shopping mall is visited by children with their parents and even 
grandparents. It is hard to offer something fun for everyone. The Yalp Sona 
is right on target; dads and moms, boys and girls of all ages dance and play 
together with their grandparents.  Everyone wants to know what it is and 
what it does... once you play beneath the orange arch, you don’t want to 
leave anymore.” 

Rixt Wibiër - Council member, Enschede, The Netherlands

2928

•     Municipalities

•     Schools

•     Daycare Centers

•     Community Centers

•     Youth Centers/Clubs

•     Indoor/ outdoor Recreation

•     Sport Facilities

•     Amusement parks

•     Real estate

Yalp interactives in various segments

What’s in it for you?

✔    Has great architectural design values

✔    Has a low threshold

✔    Can be controlled remotely

✔    Leaves room for free play and competition

✔    Results in an intensive physical work-out

✔    Secure investment, relyable and proven to be 
        succesfull over the past 10 years

Does your school playground need an upgrade and you need help with the 

design? Or do you have questions about safety regarding the public space? 

Our employees are playground experts and know all about sport and play in 

public spaces, the leisure industry, retail business, sport areas, etc. The success 

of the Yalp interactive sports and play equipment depends a lot on a good 

design. The playground designers at Yalp can create a visualized proposal that 

includes the desired play value needed at your location. 

✔    Visualized design proposal  

✔    Created by our design experts
 
✔    Without any obligations

Design service



We sport less and less outdoors. We spend a lot of our spare time in front of the tv or computer. Interacting with a computer and the 

excitement to reach a higher level  in a computer game is addictive. This effect is also used at interactive sports and play. The digital 

temptations are converted to encourage children to exercise more. but what is interactive sporting and playing really? We asked our 

product developers Rob Tuitert and Thomas Hartong. 

Frequently asked questions 
about interactive sports and play

3. Interactive sports and play is new, is it fully  
    developed and properly functioning?

The World’s first interactive play set was launched by Yalp in 

2006. Meanwhile, interactives such as the Yalp Sona have been 

placed in over 300 locations worldwide, and have won a great 

deal of awards. And we’re not done developing by a long shot! 

Our product portfolio will only broaden and deepen in the coming 

years.

The unique play solutions Yalp has created have not gone by 

unnoticed. We have received the following honuors and awards:

•   Red Dot Design Award 2014 - Yalp Fono Dj booth

•   EU Profit Innovation Award 2013 - Yalp Memo Activity zone

•   Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2012 - Yalp Fono Dje booth

•   Building Holland Award 2012 - Yalp Sutu Football wall

•   Leisure & Sport Totaal Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Football wall

•   Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Football wall

•   Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2006 - Yalp Sona Play arch

4. Why interactive sports and play?

Interactive play is the link between the digital and real world. The 

game world challenges, brings variety, innovation in games. The 

real world brings, among other things, physical exercise outdoors 

and social interaction. So the best of both worlds.   Our interactive 

products bring the solution towards today’s challenges, we live 

in a fast changing world with increased digitalisation. With our 

interactive products, we are meeting the demands of this new 

reality and the new generation, while ensuring the benefits of 

outdoor play. A swing or slide simply isn’t enough for todays 

generation anymore. 

The answers is no.  The highest volume and on / off times of the

interactives can be set by using the my.yalp tool. To prevent 

sound to carry far, the interactives are designed in a way that the 

speakers are directerd inwards, to keep sound mainly focused 

at the centre of the play set. The minimum sound level of the 

Fono in use is around 60dB (same as a normal conversation). The 

maximum sound level of the Sona in use is around 95 dB (same 

as a high volume stereo). As a rule of thumb, we advise not to 

place the interactives within 50 meters of the nearest residence.

2. Will the Yalp interactives cause any noise 
nuisance in the neighbourhood?

The interactives are developed to withstand the tough conditions  

outdoors, according to EN 1176: 2008. All elektronic components  

are housed in a solid steel or concrete construction. More than 

300 installed interactives show that a computer in the public 

space is not a problem at al and that the products developed 

by Yalp are certainly vandalism proof. Examples are the Sutu 

Football wall at the Newtonplein in the Hague and the Fono Dj 

booth at Bijlmerpark in Amsterdam. 

We have designed every detail to withstand every weather 

and usage condition. The product is made of high quality 

materials. All products have passed the vandalism tests with 

great success. For example, the impact resistance (1,000 × 50 

kg), resistance at temperature differences (-35 ° C. to + 85 ° C.) 

and the resistance to shocks were successfully tested. We are 

convinced of the quality of our products, therefore every product 

comes with a 5 year warranty and service licence.

1. Electronics outdoors, are you sure that’s 
    vandalism proof?
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The Yalp interactives can be easily controlled by using 

the my.yalp tool. Due to a 3G internet connection, you are 

able to alter settings remotley by using any kind of device 

with internet connection (mobile phone, tablet or pc). 

Your personal login also gives access to  advanced usage 

statistics which can be monitored live.

Screenshot of My.Yalp dashboard

✔     3G internet connection

✔     Remote control with any device

✔     Change volume settings, choose on/off times

✔     Access to advanced usage statistics

✔     Change games

✔     Monitoring and service by Yalp

My Yalp tool

7
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We sport less and less outdoors. We spend a lot of our spare time in front of the tv or computer. Interacting with a computer and the 

excitement to reach a higher level  in a computer game is addictive. This effect is also used at interactive sports and play. The digital 

temptations are converted to encourage children to exercise more. But what is interactive sporting and playing really? We asked our 

product developers Rob Tuitert and Thomas Hartong. 

Interactive play is the link between the digital and real world. The 

game world challenges, brings variety, innovation in games. The 

real world brings, among other things, physical exercise outdoors 

and social interaction. So the best of both worlds.   Our interactive 

products bring the solution towards today’s challenges, we live 

in a fast changing world with increased digitalisation. With our 

interactive products, we are meeting the demands of this new 

reality and the new generation, while ensuring the benefits of 

outdoor play. A swing or slide simply isn’t enough for todays 

generation anymore. 

2. Why interactive sports and play?

The answers is no.  The highest volume and on / off times of the

interactives can be set by using the my.yalp tool. To prevent 

sound to carry far, the interactives are designed in a way that the 

speakers are directerd inwards, to keep sound mainly focused 

at the center of the play set. The minimum sound level of the 

Fono in use is around 60dB (same as a normal conversation). The 

maximum sound level of the Sona in use is around 95 dB (same 

as a high volume stereo). As a rule of thumb, we advise not to 

place the interactives within 50 meters of the nearest residence.

3. Will the Yalp interactives cause any noise 
nuisance in the neighborhood?

The World’s first interactive play set was launched by Yalp in 

2006. Meanwhile, interactives such as the Yalp Sona have been 

placed in over 300 locations worldwide, and have won a great 

deal of awards. And we’re not done developing by a long shot! 

Our product portfolio will only broaden and deepen in the coming 

years.

The unique play solutions Yalp has created have not gone by 

unnoticed. We have received the following honuors and awards:

•     Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2006 - Yalp Sona Play arch

•     Leisure & Sport Totaal Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Soccer wall

•     Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Soccer wall

•     Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2012 - Yalp Fono Dje booth

•     Building Holland Award 2012 - Yalp Sutu Soccer wall

•     EU Profit Innovation Award 2013 - Yalp Memo Activity zone

•     Red Dot Design Award 2014 - Yalp Fono Dj booth

•     World Trade Center Export Award 2016

•     Oranje Handelsmissie Fonds Award 2016

1. Interactive sports and play is new, is it fully  
    developed and properly functioning?

4. Electronics outdoors, are you sure that’s 
    vandalism proof?

The interactives are developed to withstand the tough conditions  

outdoors, according to EN 1176: 2008. All elektronic components  

are housed in a solid steel or concrete construction. More than 

300 installed interactives show that a computer in the public 

space is not a problem at al and that the products developed 

by Yalp are certainly vandalism proof. Examples are the Sutu 

Sports wall at the Newtonplein in the Hague and the Fono Dj 

booth at Bijlmerpark in Amsterdam. 

We have designed every detail to withstand every weather 

and usage condition. The product is made of high quality 

materials. All products have passed the vandalism tests with 

great success. For example, the impact resistance (1,000 × 110 

lbs), resistance at temperature differences (-95 °F. to + 185 °F.) 

and the resistance to shocks were successfully tested. We are 

convinced of the quality of our products, therefore every product 

comes with a 5 year warranty and service licence.32
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“We bring the ditigal world of gaming and adventures back into the real life. 
It is a very innovative concept, that was created in collaboration with our 
partner Yalp. The interactive Sutu soccer wall, Fono Dj booth, Sona dance 
arch and Memo activity zone combine the positive aspects of gaming with 
active movement in our indoor playzone.”

Andreas Sievering - General manager Fort Fun L.A.B.S, Germany

“As the statistics show, the Yalp Sona is still being used over 3 hours a day, 
every day! It looks like sports park West is becoming the most visited sports 
park in the city!”

Yves Schonmacker - Owner & Manager Sports park West, The Netherlands

“The equipment is a really unique and innovative way to encourage 
participation and activity within our parks. We like to be different and 
provide a variety of different elements for our visitors and have found that 
the items we have are really well used and well received by all.”

Aaron Niblett - Park officier Hertsmere Meadow park 

“The Yalp Sona is a real succes! One of our pupils usually shows no emotion 
at all, but when she dances underneath the Yalp Sona, she completely lights 
up! She moves, sways and smiles. It is a side of her that none of us had ever 
seen before... amazing, isn’t it?”

Christian Bruggeman, OCR ‘t Roessingh (special education) The Netherlands

For more references, go to www.yalpinteractive.com or contact Yalp

References

“Even in winter the Yalp Toro get’s played about 7 hours a day, as show by 
the montly statistics. These interactive play sets make my animation team 
unnecessary, the children are enjoying themselves.”

Chiel Palstring - Managing director camping ‘t Rheezerwold, The Netherlands

http://www.yalpinteractive.com/?
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Reference location: Yalp Fono at pop-up playground Amsterdam city center, The Netherlands
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The way forward

1. Orientation/ research phase

3. Book a showroom/ reference visit

5. Ordering and project support

2. Getting into detail

4. Design and proposal

6. After service

You’ve gained product information and showed interest 
in interactive sports and play equipment.

✔   Knowledge about product possibilities

✔   Rough idea of product opportunities

✔   Answers to some questions

✔   New questions occurred

Our playground design team will create a design plan, 

that meets your desires. This can either be a complete 

landscape design plan for the entire area or a custom 

design sketch of the interactive play set. 

✔   Visualized design proposal 

✔   Created by our design experts

✔   Free of charge and without any obligations

✔   Custom made offer

We work with a network of partners and distributors in over 

18 countries. Yalp will get in touch with the nearest Yalp 

interactive distributor, arrange the project design transfer 

and export of the interactive product for installation.

✔   Transfer to local partner

✔   Transport

✔   Installation

Probably a lot of new question occurred. Therefore our export 
service team is on hand to answer all your questions. One of 
our interactive experts will contact you to get into details in 
an initial conversation by phone or email to determine:

✔   The most suitable solution for your situation

✔   Customization wishes, such as; flooring design,           
       different color(s) or adding custom made elements

✔   Which realization steps are needed to achieve the 
       best result

We believe our products are experienced best if you have     
given  them a  try yourself. Therefore  we would  like  to invite 
you   to visit  our   showroom   and   competence   center in 
The   Netherlands,   where   our    products   are   tested   and 
demonstrated.  Or visit one of our references nearby.

✔   Play all the games

✔   Full product demonstration

✔   Meet our designers

✔   Experience Dutch hospitality

Customer satisfaction is very important to us. We want 

every customer to be happy with our products. Therefore 

we provide a warranty and service licence of  5 years on all 

electronic parts, to make sure you can enjoy the product 

worry-free. Furthermore, our export managers can be 

reached for help and support at any time. 

✔   Product activation

✔   Access to my.yalp online tool

✔   Online training

✔   5 year warranty on electronic parts



Yalp Inc.      401 Congress Ave      Suite 1540      Austin TX 78701       US        T (512) 852-3050       export@yalp.nl      www.yalpinteractive.com



PLAYGROUNDS
& THEMED PLAY

WATER PARKS
& FOUNTAINS

HARDSCAPES
& AMENITIES

FITNESS
& SPORTS

For three decades, Kraftsman Commercial Playground and Waterparks have enriched communities 
through a�ordable, safe play experiences that will last for generations. As innovators, we approach 
each project with strategic creativity, providing uncompromising quality with the best products and 
services available. We build engaging, interactive experiences that create economic value, connect 
the diversity of communities and promote the freedom of self-discovery. From the initial planning to 
the ribbon cutting ceremony, the team at Kraftsman provides the playground and aquatic products 
and designs vital to community progress and human development through safe outdoor spaces that 
enrich the lives of all ages who seek new adventures.

Building Fun Since 1981 SM

kraftsmanplay.com800.451.4869 info@kraftsmanplay.com
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